E. Excel’s Elemente
A’ROMANTIC™

Questions & Answers
What is A’ROMANTIC?
is a daily nutrition beverage formulated on the principles of Nutritional Immunology. Made from a combination of
premium ingredients, A’ROMANTIC contains bee pollen, pearl, pumpkin flower and barley.

A’ROMANTIC

Bee pollen is rich in amino acids that are essential to life and is easy for the body to assimilate. It may strengthen the immune
system and circulatory system. Other nutrients in bee pollen include lecithin and large amounts of vitamins A, C, D, E and Bcomplex.
Pearl’s high calcium content can be very helpful in stimulating bone marrow cells and new bone formation. Research also indicates
that pearl may help support nervous system function. Pearl may also help improve skin condition and the digestive system.
Research has found that pumpkin flower is high in carotene, which may help with insomnia, high blood pressure and heart function.
Barley is high in amino acids, vitamins, protein, carbohydrates, minerals, and beta-glucan. Beta-glucan is a soluble fiber that
promotes the growth of beneficial bacteria in the colon and helps prevent absorption of fats and cholesterol in the intestine.

How do I prepare A’ROMANTIC?
Mix A’ROMANTIC with one cup of water, at your preferred temperature. The nutrients in A’ROMANTIC are able to withstand heat, so you
may use hot water, if preferred. For a stronger cup, add additional packets to taste. Enjoy a highly nutritious beverage that has the
delightful aroma of coffee!
Why is the color of A’ROMANTIC powder particles not uniform?
The ingredients for A’ROMANTIC are processed separately before being combined in the packets. Roasted barley powder looks
darker than the powder of pumpkin flower, pearl and other ingredients. Hence, the powder particles will have different colors.
Why does A’ROMANTIC have a coffee-like aroma?
consists of roasted barley, which has a coffee-like fragrance that is imparted to the product. To ensure the unique
experience of enjoying A’ROMANTIC, we have also added a small amount of natural, decaffeinated coffee flavoring.
A’ROMANTIC

There are many soluble calcium products on the market. Why is the calcium in A’ROMANTIC insoluble?
Calcium is naturally insoluble. Soluble calcium is made by processing calcium with acid (mainly lactic acid) or enzymes, followed by
crystallization. E. Excel takes the utmost care to produce wholesome products. We ensure that our products contain only wholesome
nutrients from their natural sources, and do not add other substances. A’ROMANTIC’s calcium is from naturally formed pearl, so
sediments are seen after mixing with water.
How much calcium is there in A’ROMANTIC?
A’ROMANTIC

provides 14% of your daily calcium requirements.

How much calcium do I need daily?
The recommended dietary allowance for calcium is 1000mg for adults. those who do not consume much meat should take 600mg of
calcium. Calcium is present in many foods, however, A’ROMANTIC is a convenient source of calcium if you do not get enough calcium
from your normal diet.
How many calories are in A’ROMANTIC?
There are 25 calories in one serving of A’ROMANTIC.
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Does A’ROMANTIC contain caffeine?
does not contain caffeine or any other stimulant. Although A’ROMANTIC has natural coffee flavoring, it has been
decaffeinated. Hence, you can enjoy A’ROMANTIC any time of the day without worrying about insomnia.

A’ROMANTIC

Is A’ROMANTIC suitable for children?
Yes. Consuming A’ROMANTIC daily will help provide amino acids and calcium needed for children’s growth.
Is A’ROMANTIC suitable for those who are allergic to bee pollen?
It is recommended that people allergic to bee pollen consult a licensed physician before consuming A’ROMANTIC.
Is A’ROMANTIC suitable for diabetics?
has no added sugar and can be ideal for those on low-sugar diets. However, it is recommended that diabetics consult a
licensed physician before consuming A’ROMANTIC.
A’ROMANTIC

What is the difference between A’ROMANTIC and Nutrifresh?
Both products are made from several types of plant foods and herbs. Nutrifresh contains soy protein and is ideal for those who want
to supplement their diet with plant protein. A’ROMANTIC contains amino acids, and is ideal for those who need protein but are allergic
to soy. Plus, it is a good source of calcium.
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